83 pontiac bonneville

The Pontiac Bonneville is an automobile built by Pontiac from to Bonnevilles were full-sized ,
with the exception of a brief period of mid-size between â€” The brand was introduced as a
limited production performance convertible during the model year. The Bonneville known as the
Parisienne in Canada until , and its platform partner, the Grand Ville , are some of the largest
Pontiacs ever built; in station wagon body styles they reached just over inches 5. They were
also available as hearses. The Bonneville name first appeared in on a pair of bubble-topped GM
Motorama concept cars called the Bonneville Special , sharing an appearance with the
Chevrolet Corvette. It entered the production lineup as a high-performance, fuel-injected luxury
convertible version of the Star Chief in , and was loaded with every available option as standard
equipment with the exception of air conditioning and a continental kit. Only units were
produced that first year, making it one of the most collectible Pontiacs of all time. The following
year it became a separate model, and it would endure until as the division's top-of-the-line
model. The name was taken from the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah , the site of much early auto
racing and most of the world's land speed record runs, which was named in turn after U. Army
officer Benjamin Bonneville. Bonneville became a separate model in , [3] available as a two-door
hardtop or a convertible. It paced the Indianapolis in its first year. For , GM was promoting their
fiftieth year of production, and introduced Anniversary models for each brand; Cadillac, Buick,
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet. In its third year, the Bonneville became a full top-line series
with the addition of the four-door hardtop sedan and Safari station wagon body styles. The
Bonneville played an important part that year in the introduction of two of Pontiac's greatest
marketing inspirations â€” the split grille and the Wide Track slogan. The latter was not just ad
copy, either, as Pontiac pushed its wheels further out toward the fenders than anyone else and
created what were considered to be the best-cornering full-size cars in the industry. Both the
grille design and the Wide Track phrase remained part of Pontiac's image up to its termination.
A " Safe-T-Track " differential, used to minimize wheel spin, was an option beginning in The
Bonneville remained Pontiac's costliest and most luxurious model throughout the s and was
instrumental in pushing Pontiac to third place in sales from to The distinctive protruding grille
made its appearance on all Pontiac products during the early s, and was a modern revival of a
similar appearance on Pontiac products during the s and early s, as demonstrated on the
Pontiac Torpedo. The Bonneville differed from its lesser Catalina and Star Chief counterparts by
featuring more luxurious interior trim with upgraded cloth and Morrokide vinyl or expanded
Morrokide upholstery in sedans and coupes, expanded Morrokide in Safari wagons and genuine
leather seating in convertibles. Bonnevilles with the exception of Bonneville Safari station
wagons were also along with Star Chiefs built on a longer wheelbase version of GM's B-Body.
Also found in the Bonneville were instrument panels and door panels with walnut veneer trim,
carpeted lower door panels, grab bar on the passenger side of the dash and courtesy lights and
a rear arm rest. Beginning in , a Bonneville Brougham option package was available that
included an even more luxurious interior trim level with front and rear seats featuring center
armrests, upgraded door panels and a standard Cordova vinyl roof with "Brougham"
nameplates. The two-door hardtop was marketed as the "Sports Coupe", the four door pillarless
models were called "Vistas". Bonneville models were standard equipped with Hydra-Matic
through or Turbo Hydra-Matic on automatic transmissions. Options included power steering
and power brakes as well as air conditioning. Other popular options included power windows,
power seats, radio, cruise control, and 8-lug aluminum wheels that included integral brake
drums for improved stopping power. In B-Body Pontiacs received a dramatic re-style, featuring
fastback rooflines on coupes, rakish fender lines and even more pronounced "Coke Body"
styling. Bonnevilles followed largely the same styling cues as on other Pontiacs, but was 8
inches longer thanks to its new inch wheelbase chassis. The interior featured new
instrumentation and dashboard styling as well as new upholstery. Both engines had choices of
Tri-Power multi-carburetion setups and higher compression ratios. New for Pontiacs in was
GM's Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, which was released the year prior. This new 3-speed unit
had a torque converter, unlike the old fluid-coupling based Super-Hydramatic featured on past
Bonneville models. In , Bonneville featured a minor update, with new front and rear sheet metal,
trim and bright work. The interior saw some updates, including a more squared-up dashboard
and minor changes in instrumentation. Power train components were the same as Bonneville
for received a major update over the previous years. Styling was changed dramatically and
featured a new grille-in-bumper front design, more creases to accentuate the "Coke body"
styling and an updated rear fascia. The interior featured a new wrap around style dash with new
switchgear, instrumentation and trim. As per the up-and-coming US Title 49 legislation, 67'
Bonnevilles were equipped with seatbelts as standard, as well as other government mandated
safety equipment. As per GM's internal edict, the multi-carburation setups found on earlier cars
were replaced with the new Quadra Jet "spread bore" carburetor. A myriad of horsepower

ratings were optional. A dual-circuit master cylinder was standard as per legislation and disc
brakes became an optional extra. The front fascia was heavily revised with new side-by-side
headlights, however, the side and rear styling stayed largely the same from The interior saw
some minor updates to styling with less chrome, as well as an available 8-Track Tape player.
Power was upgraded to horsepower on the base CI engine, up from on the model year, the CI
engine remained an option. In the rest of Bonneville's styling was updated. The front fascia
stayed similar to 68', however, the rest of the car saw a re-style. The creases on the side were
removed and the overall "Coke Bottle" effect was lessened. The rear end saw widened taillights
and a color coded bumper insert. The interior saw even more updates, featuring more padding,
wood trim and a slanted dashboard. Wrap around amber turn signals were integrated into the
lower bumper. Side body lines remained similar to the 69' model year, however the rear design
was completely revised with lowered tail lights and bumper, with a design more similar to that
of 65' and 66' model years than those directly prior. The interior stuck to a design similar to 69'
model years, retaining the slanted design and minimal chrome trim. For , the Bonneville was
downgraded in the model hierarchy, as a new top line Grand Ville series was introduced. In
effect, it replaced the discontinued Executive above the lower-priced Catalina. The Bonneville
had new "Monocoque" styling [17] and was offered in three body styles, a pillared four-door
sedan, four-door hardtop sedan and two-door hardtop coupe. The standard engine for was a
cubic-inch V8 with two-barrel carburetor that was rated at gross horsepower for and net
horsepower for and optionally available was the four-barrel version of the rated at gross
horsepower in and net horsepower in The on-paper power ratings reflect the change in power
measurement undertaken by the industry for In mid, a Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, power
steering and power front-disc brakes became standard equipment on Bonneville and other
full-sized Pontiacs as well as other full-sized GM cars. From to , the Bonneville's standard
engine dropped to a horsepower cubic-inch V8. In , Bonneville was the only full-sized Pontiac to
offer a "Radial Tuned Suspension" option package which included the steel-belted radial tires
along with an upgraded suspension with Pliacell shock absorbers and front and rear sway bars.
The RTS option was expanded for to all full-sized Pontiacs and radial-ply tires became standard
on all models though an upgraded "RTS" package was still available as an option. The model
year introduced rectangular headlights - its frontal appearance was similar to the Cadillac
DeVilles and Fleetwoods of the same era. With the demise of the Grand Ville series after ,
Bonneville once again became the top-line full-sized Pontiac series, with a Bonneville
Brougham model featuring the luxurious interior appointments from the departed Grand Ville.
Adjustable pedals were optional in , the last year the Bonneville was offered as a pillarless
4-door hardtop; all subsequent Bonnevilles would have a thick B-pillar and metal-framed door
glass. Bonneville would continue its flagship duties on the downsized big car line that was
introduced for Only a pillared four-door sedan and two-door coupe with optional opera windows
were offered as the hardtop sedans and coupes offered in previous years were discontinued
across the board at all GM divisions. The Bonneville also regained the Safari station wagon as
part of its model lineup for the first time since with woodgrained exterior trim and interior
appointments shared with Bonneville coupes and sedans. The Safari was available in both 6
and 9-passenger configurations and featured a dual-action tailgate that could be opened to the
side as a door or downward as a tailgate, rather than the disappearing clamshell tailgates found
in full-sized Pontiac wagons. For , all GM B-bodies received revised styling and aerodynamic
improvements along with reduced weight. A horsepower Oldsmobile cubic inch V8 was also an
option. In later years, increasingly stringent fuel-economy standards mandated by the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy CAFE regulations would lead to the discontinuation of the
larger engines with a cubic-inch Buick V6 becoming the standard engine on Bonneville coupes
and sedans for and with the only optional V8s offered including and cubic-inch Pontiac-built
gasoline engines or an Oldsmobile-built cid diesel powerplant. The Bonneville and Catalina,
already the smallest-selling of GM's B-body line, suffered a serious drop in demand following
the economic recession that began in the spring of With that, GM decided to pull the plug at the
end of the model year. Along with them went the engine, marking the end of Pontiac V8s. From
now on, the division would use Chevrolet engines. The Bonneville nameplate didn't go
anywhere following the discontinuation of full-sized Pontiacs and instead was simply swapped
onto the midsized LeMans, which also suffered from poor sales, thus GM planners reasoned
that attaching a more well-known model name to it would spark demand. A Buick 4. The models
were officially known as the Pontiac Bonneville Model G built on the GM "G" platform , although
later models were not badged as such. Styling was revised to bear a closer resemblance to the
departed B-body Bonneville and coupes were dropped. GM also began marketing the Bonneville
in Canada for the first time starting in and Canadian models carried the Grand LeMans name ,
as GM's full-size Bonnevilles in Canada were referred to as Parisienne. The Bonnevilles are

direct descendants of the Pontiac Tempest. These Bonnevilles were the smallest and the last of
the old breed of Bonnevilles, having rear wheel drive, full perimeter frame body on frame , and
old-fashioned American car ride and styling. Some Pontiac customers did not take to the
"downsized" Bonneville as a portion of new-car buyers were switching their preferences from
compact and mid-sized cars back to full-sized, V8-powered cars thanks to improving gasoline
prices. Late in the model year, Pontiac reintroduced a full-sized car to the American market by
bringing over the Canadian-built Pontiac Parisienne which was essentially a restyled Chevrolet
Caprice and powered by Chevrolet V6 or V8 engines. The Bonneville was then again one notch
below the top of the line from late through However, exactly as before, a downsizing proved its
salvation. In , the Parisienne was discontinued and the Bonneville was completely redesigned
as a front-wheel drive car, rejoining its pre platform mates: the Buick LeSabre and Oldsmobile
Delta 88 and it regained its status as the senior Pontiac. For , Pontiac decided to change the car
from the rear wheel drive G-body with the V8 to the more economical front wheel drive
one-year-old H Body platform with the Buick LeSabre and Oldsmobile For LE models, an SSE
sport package was also available that featured a quicker gear ratio, sportier suspension and
more standard features, as the Bonneville was intended to have a more sporty, European flavor
than the LeSabre and A host of trim level changes and a new engine became standard for the
front wheel drive Bonneville's second year. Other models on the H-body platform were fitted
with the updated engine one year later, in The LN3 was used through , until the Bonneville was
once again redesigned for the model year. Also new for , the base model is dropped making LE
the base model. One notable feature of the SSE was the addition of automatic leveling rear air
suspensions, which also included an inflator in the trunk. For , a compact disc player became
optional and in a remote keyless entry system was added to the options list for all models.
Suspension revisions were introduced in for the model year. Pontiac also revised the trim levels
for the remainder of this generation, removing the base trim only used for , keeping the LE went
from being the top to the base trim, and adding the SE and SSE trims which were then available
with many more comfort and convenience options standard such as, electronic climate control,
a digital compass, Driver Information Center, 8-way way for the SSE according to GM material
power leather seats, heated power mirrors, CD player with the premium sound package and
many more. The SSE trim was exclusively equipped with an exterior sport appearance package
that included body cladding, assorted ground effects, a body color grille and removal of the
Bonneville door badges and Pontiac trunk badge, replacing the Bonneville trunk badge with an
SSE Bonneville badge; in amber rear turn signals were added. Unveiled on February 8, , at the
Chicago International Auto Show and launched in July for the model year, the interior and
exterior of the car were completely redesigned. The first prototypes were built in and went into
testing in mid In August , production preparation began, with early production "builds" being
constructed during late The first series production models were assembled in May , with SE
variants being launched in July The trims were redone once again, the LE trim which had
standard six-passenger seating was removed, the SE was now the base model the only model
to offer six-passenger seating as an option , the SSE was now the mid grade and a new top of
the line trim was now added, the SSEi, which received a standard passenger-side airbag.
According to GM's Pontiac division, these trim acronyms have no implied meaning. The base
and midlevel models were provided with GM's naturally-aspirated 3. All engines came paired
with a 4-speed overdrive automatic transmission. SSEi models got dual airbags and antilock
brakes. This generation hosted quite a few Bonneville firsts, becoming quicker and
considerably safer. One of the most notable improvements over the previous generation was
that the Bonneville SE now came standard with a driver airbag and was the first General Motors
product equipped with a passenger airbag, while ABS was available as part of the sport
appearance package. Abridged safety options list :. This is essentially an SE sub-trim with more
standard features such as leather seats, electronic climate control, automatic headlights,
premium sound, and "crosslace" alloy wheels, though certain items such as electronic climate
control and premium sound could be deleted from an SLE equipped car. This option package
designation remained only on the RPO sticker until , when SLE badges were added to the
exterior of the vehicle. This continued onto the '99 model year. Many more standard options
were available with the SSE. Also, this year introduced the new five-spoke "Torque Star"
wheels. A resonator also became standard on the exhaust to lower the raspy tone that the
engine produces. Passenger airbags also became standard on all models. In March , GM
announced that these engines and other GM engines supplied with Dexcool antifreeze coolant
might be prone to intake manifold failure and other problems with the cooling system if proper
regular maintenance is not correctly performed. After settlement of a class-action lawsuit, GM
agreed to compensate owners of many vehicles that suffered damage, regardless of negligence
on the part of the consumer, if the consumer can prove damages. In September , styling

changes were introduced for the model year facelift. Some things were subtly reshaped, and
other things, such as the tail lights, headlights, grille, and lower body cladding were drastically
changed. The gap narrowed quite a bit regarding the exterior trim between packages. The
previous generation showed an entirely different style of cladding and rear lighting for the SSE
and SSEi, while this generation, at first glance, remains the same between the trims, with of
course, the exception of the unique front bumper and grille. Also for , the supercharged version
of the Series II engine was introduced for the Bonneville. This engine was used from until it was
retired from the Bonneville in In , Pontiac made a 40th Anniversary Edition to mark the 40th year
of production of the Bonneville. The 40th Anniversary SSEi is the rarest model with a total
production of units. The 40th anniversary models all had a VIN with Y But since this was not a
model, it had no badging in and supposedly not for , it was just an option for the SE. A new
transmission, the 4TE was introduced in for the naturally aspirated installed in SE and SSE
models, and the heavy-duty version, otherwise known as the 4T65E-HD was introduced in for
the supercharged installed in the SSEi models. The Bonneville was redesigned from the ground
up with significant advancements in design, engineering and technology which Pontiac dubbed
"luxury with attitude. The Bonneville regained a V8 option on the GXP trim for , its first since ,
as a result of the discontinuation of the Oldsmobile Aurora. This opened up a "hole" in the GM
lineup between Pontiac and Buick, allowing Pontiac to expand upmarket somewhat. The engine
is Cadillac's 4. Its 3. GM announced on February 8, , that the Bonneville would be dropped from
Pontiac's lineup for The last Bonneville left the assembly line on May 27, Only about 12,
Bonnevilles were sold in With more than half of Pontiac dealers also selling Buick models, the
Buick Lucerne along with the Chevrolet Impala continued as GM's only mainstream full-size
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photographed this car, a young man walked up, smiling in a way that suggested he was
accustomed to people admiring his Bonneville. He bought it three months earlier from a
neighbor who had inherited it from an elderly relative, and Nick seemed to love the distinction
that comes from driving a unique vehicle. Nick, though, is not a car guy. Yet he talked
enthusiastically about how comfortable it is and about how his friends love it. The A-bodies
included sedan, coupe and wagon offerings from four divisions, among them Pontiac, which
initially marketed its car as the LeMans. The LeMans earned a reputation as a solid, reasonably
roomy, comfortable, but unexciting car. Though LeMans was the most visually interesting
A-body sedan with a pointy beak and slightly angular rear , little distinguished it from its Malibu,
Century and Cutlass brethren. Sales were good, but not great. For that year, Pontiac killed off its
full-size cars entirely, and coronated the existing intermediate sedan as its new flagship.
Analysts have criticized Pontiac in retrospect for eliminating its full-size offering for , but the
decision was made with some forethought. GM had planned on discontinuing its entire B-body
lineup by the mids in response to the energy crises and the resulting sales plunge experienced
by all big cars. Pontiac simply tried to be an early adopter of that new order. But instead of
fading away, big cars found renewed interest once gas prices stabilized, and Pontiac officials
soon regretted their decision. Midway through , the B-body Pontiac returned â€” this time
assuming the Parisienne name. As the ads said, buyers now had a choice. Any potential
customer who could afford one, could afford either of the other two. Source: Standard Catalog
of Pontiac, Despite the price overlap, Bonneville sold reasonably well, especially for a car that
was designed in the previous decade. The future, though, was coming into focus at the other
end of Pontiac showrooms, as the new A-body gained steam. In , rear-drive Bonnevilles and
Parisiennes combined to outsell front-drive sedans handily â€” however it was the last year for
which that would be the case. After , these traditional cars were increasingly viewed as relics.
To persuade apparently miserly Bonneville buyers to order some more options, for Pontiac
introduced an LE model to bridge the base-to-Brougham gap. For that extra expenditure, buyers
received minimal upgrades, highlighted by plusher upholstery with slightly contoured front
seats. Even with the LE in the lineup, most buyers still opted for the base model. Nick said his
friends jokingly call his car a pimpmobile. After all, cars with cushy bright red upholstery
accented by a forest of fake burled wood are not exactly common these days. This particular
Bonneville is well equipped, with a power split bench seat, air conditioning, power windows and
locks, a cassette stereo, delay wipers and cruise control. Nick shrugged off this quirk with
indifference; the fixed rear windows are inconsequential to his enjoyment of the car.
Incidentally, the rear vent windows do open, and they are power operated in our featured car.
Optional features such as a full vinyl roof, wire wheel covers, and painted pin striping give the
black Bonneville a stately appearance. Other available performance-oriented options included
alloy wheels, a full instrumentation package, and wider tires, but these options were all skipped
on our featured car. A trunk lid sticker indicates this car was originally sold in Midland, Texas.
Bonnevilles occupied a very traditional corner of the s sedan market. Likewise, this was clearly
a G-body sedan, with a strong family resemblance to GM offerings from three other divisions.
These cars took advantage of a significant market for traditional sedans in the mid s. Befitting a
car whose purpose was to satisfy traditional consumers, little changed on the G-body
Bonneville sedan from year to year. For our featured year of , for example, the main changes
were slightly updated bumper rub strips. The Bonneville was well suited for its intended
audience, and no changes were necessary. But nothing lasts forever. One detail that Nick knew
about Bonnevilles was that Pontiac introduced an updated model for By any objective
measurement, numerous other mids cars were more technologically advanced, faster, more
responsive and more efficient. Is this Bonneville better than a new Volkswagen? One would be
hard pressed to find any measure of performance, engineering or safety in which the Bonneville
excels over a newer car. But it is, quite simply, neater to look at and to be in. Not everyone
understands that line of reasoning, but for those who do, Bonnevilles can be very satisfying
cars. As for Nick, who knows how long he will ultimately own his Car of a Lifetime? But whether
it ends up being a long- or short-term experience, I wish him all the best in enjoying his
Curbside Classic. Very nice, this Bonneville has been kept in very good condition. Normally, I
would find this Bonneville to be bland and forgettable, but something about this looks very
good to me. Obviously, the owner takes very good care of it, and probably will for a long time.
While I ended up with my Eldorado, my heart was drawn to these giant 80s domestic sedans like
nobody else. And yes, despite that solid hunk of steel, I would be weary of getting into an
accident with that thing. But speaking for myself, and I assume Nick as well, none of that
matters. Something about these cars just speaks to certain people. I will experience one of
these types of cars someday, either for a test drive or an ownership. I hope Nick enjoys this car,
and I hope it stays with him for a long time. I would expect it to be much easier to see out of

than a modern car with the front pillars relatively upright and less bulky, which may help avoid
accidents in the first place. The comeback of the B body Parisienne was much like the story of
the Dodge And there was also some Pontiac dealers close to the Canadian border who also sold
some Canadian Parisienne as a way of protest also helped to bring back the B-body Pontiac.
Edit: I think Pontiac should had instead using the Catalina nameplate for the intermediate
G-body for and let the Bonneville living for the whole full-size line-up just like Plymouth did in
for the mid-size Belvedere and full-size Fury. The B-bodies and earlier have a nicer and more
unique instrumental panel in my opinion, than the later Parisiennes, which use the Chevy dash.
In the early 80s I bought a 78 Grand Le Mans 4 door. That car was equipped with the Buick
V6â€¦. For GM moved all four sedans to the new roofline. Eric, it sounds like Nick knows he has
something truly unique. So, in with Parisienne, a virtual Caprice. The new, larger black bumper
rub strips replaced the old chrome ones. Inside, the button-tufted loose-cushion velour on the
Brougham was replaced with rougher cloth in a simpler pattern. Nice looking Bonny, They do
look great, but I remember hearing those putt around with the underpowered 3. What a sweet
ride! There, trombone case interior saved! I understand. As a kid in the 70s I traded a perfectly
serviceable 68 Mustang for a 59 Plymouth Fury for the very same reason. It was just cool. As an
adult, I really wanted my oldest son to stick with the more modern 90s version if he wanted a
Grand Marquis, but he would not be dissuaded from the version we found. I look at this and see
a malaise-mobile. I am glad to see a young person who gets joy from his car. That those rear
vents open, and are powered, is huge. Being able to crack the window next to you and the
opposite rear window is the difference between getting your hair badly mussed and a nice
cooling breeze across your face while you drive. Good for him. My next car after my current car
kicks the bucket will likely be a body-on-frame vehicle classic like this. Well, realistically the
latest model Mercury Grand Marquis. Having grown up knowing the G body intimately, I would
have no problem dropping money to get a car like this if I truly wanted a mid 80s classic. They
are indeed smooth and quiet as the advertising says with some nice pep to boot. I really respect
this vehicle. The other nice thing about this Bonneville is that there should be parts for it for the
next couple of decades to keep it going a long time yet. I think I preferred the Olds version most,
though. And, of course, it had to be the Cutlass Supreme Brougham model. Gotta have those
pillowed velour seats! Could I interest you in a Le xDrive iPerformance? Nick has found a very
nice ride indeed, and one that displays the virtues of the classic American car. However this
was the last generation before the loss of divisional identity at GM. After these, everyone drove
an Olds Cutlass because it had more status, but cost no more than a Chevy. Of course after
everyone could afford an Oldsmobile, Oldsmobiles lost their status. Unable to add horsepower
to distinguish themselves, Pontiac went to bling, and Hell. There were some bright spots I
always wanted a supercharged SSE, and would still be thrilled to find a good one today but the
magic was gone from the name. I have a Cutlass with the 3. My Cutty has the power vent
windows and I love them. Unlike the manual ones on my Malibu which only opened a small
amount, the ones on the Cutlass swing open all the way resulting in excellent airflow. I actually
like the Bonneville especially the SSE version better then the version. The was the way to go if
you wanted an honest power increase in these cars that was felt seat of the pants. The base HP
V6 and the most commonly ordered 2. My guess is that your Cutlass had the base 2. Great tale!
It was a great cruiser and those seats blue on the Olds were an experience. Out of the 4 G-body
sedans the Bonneville was my favorite. It just looked a bit less angular and more fluid. I always
considered as a big turning point as far as performance was concerned. Back to the Bonneville.
If ordering my own it would have the snowflake alloy wheels with red pontiac center crests, , 4
speed automatic and the best optional gearing available 3. It was the options that made these
cars so memorable. Ah, you reminded me of a common Detroit anomoly that persisted for
decades â€” the reclining passenger seat, and a driver seat with 6-way power adjustment
including height and tilt but no recliner. In the imports, if they had reclining seats and they
usually did in upscale models , both seats reclined. It was dependant on the car usually. I drove
a Grand Prix with bucket seats and both seats reclined. My Cutlass Calais also had dual
reclining bucket seats. I would need to look at my Consumer Guide auto series books to exactly
confirm which cars and trims did or did not have them available though. Back into the Archives
for B body historyâ€¦â€¦. Good story and nice car! Perhaps the experience will make him more
of a car guy. That car will need some maintenance and maybe he can learn to do some of it
himself. But then, he would hardly be the first teen to kill a nice old car. I can think of a few
friends from when I was in high school that drove old, former grandparent cars that never
looked as nice after a couple years. My grandparents had an 86 Bonne. It was a base model,
light green in and out. All interior options including power driver seat and reclining passenger,
cruise and tape deck stereo, but outside it had standard hubcaps with blackwall tires from the
factory! The chromey grill with a gentle curve on its upper edge and the headlights slightly

recessed in their chrome surrounds are attractive to me somehow. How nice to see one of these
being taken care of and enjoyed in a non-ironic way. Nice whip, Nick! Eric, really like your
writing style as well. Looking at the pictures of the G-bodies from the four GM divisions makes
it clear how the money Pontiac spent to engineer the body-colored bumper covers was put to
good use. Saw one of these in traffic recently so I can confidently say one is still going strong
down in Savannah. Another reason I take those magazines opinions and performance figures
with a grain of salt. I much prefer to be my own judge when it comes to rating cars like this.
Chances are that most original owners felt similarly. Good point. One thing though, I kinda
wished they kept their full-sizers like Chevy, Olds, Buick, and Cadillac did when they were
restyled. And there are still some aspects I like, like the very Bonneville-esque taillights. Pontiac
did gingerbread very well. Excellent article, Eric. I love me some facts and figures! The way
many of my fellow Curbsiders wax lyrical about B-bodies â€” and, to be fair, I do love a lot of
B-bodies myself â€” you almost forget how automotive journalists were talking about the Bs
and even the Gs as the s wore on. Fuel economy was criticized, as was the performance of the
V6. Please elaborate on why this is. The Ford duo countered with snappier rack and pinion
steering and slightly tidier exterior dimensions. Picking one car over the other was mostly down
to brand loyalty, how the car was equipped and where you got the best deal. I was an infant
back then, but my general impression is that the first owner may have been much like Nick â€”
not terribly interested in cars, but still desiring a handsome and comfortable car. Of all the
G-body sedans, I find the Bonneville the most attractive, particularly for its front fascia. Most
VW are extremely unreliable and require many, many trips to the repair shop that drain your
bank account. That Bonneville was also a much better car in quality and a lower-maintenance
job than the thanks to rear-wheel-drive no MacPherson struts up front, just coil springs and
shock absorbers all around and far more dependable gasoline engines: V6 and V8 than the Iron
Duke and V6 in the s. Mostly agree with what you said but the Buick V6 was hardly a paragon of
long lasting goodness and one had to be religious about their oil changes and service to keep
one of these alive well past k miles without the oil pump wearing out causing low oil pressure
conditions. The bottom ends usually ended up as scrap on many of these engines because the
distributor driven oil pump would fail causing a no oil pressure situation. The was a far better
engine and the Iron Duke and Chevy 2. I traded it at 80k miles afraid of the diesel coming apart.
This was a very comfortable car and achieved well over 30mpg on the highway. I appreciate
reading a positive article regarding this body style of the Bonneville. When my dad passed away
in July of , we the adult kids talked my mom into upgrading her Catalina to a Bonneville
Brougham Model G. She loved that car and drove it for years! It was hard to miss that she kept
sheets on the seats the entire time she owned the car. With 78, and a like-new condition, I
scooped the car up within fifteen minutes of it being put up for sale. It joins several other
Pontiacs I have to drive for fun! Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Joseph of Eldorado. Posted April 24, at AM.
Bernard Taylor. Ron J. Old Pete. Posted April 24, at PM. And GM granted his wish with the
Parisiennes. Posted April 25, at PM. Howard Kerr. Jason Shafer. Stainsey Stainselstein. Best
wishes for a long and happy future together. J P Cavanaugh. Jim Grey. Hardboiled Eggs and
Nuts. Phil L. But I still like it better than numbers or letters. Joe Yoman. Posted April 25, at AM.
Roger Carr. Joseph Dennis. They flipped back and forth on big cars like a dolphin. Daniel Stern.
Chances are that most original owners felt similarly Sure, because the owners buyers were in
the front seat. Snoopy Chrysler. William Stopford. Brendan Saur. Mark Potter. Mark R. Kelly
Gross. Posted August 7, at PM. Andre bey. Posted December 20, at PM. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. American Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford.
American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive Histories and Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands.
Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles.
Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes, Trailers, Campers. Avatars by
Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights Reserved. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 6. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Featured Private Seller. Mostly original condition with , original mil Private Seller. Contact
Seller. The Bonneville was Dealership Showcased. Beautiful restoration, Runs and drives great!
Power steering, power brakes and air conditioning. The Bonneville convertible was Pontiac's
top-of-the-line-model for , and it retains that premie First introduced in , the Bonneville was a
large full size flagship car sold by Pontiac and spa Very clean inside and out. Has brand n This
Bonneville is one of produced. It received a professional restoration to factory spec Auction
Vehicle. This Pontiac Bonneville is a two-owner classic powered by a ci 8-cylinder engine mated
to a This well-maintained and mostly original Pontiac Bonneville convertible features a
matching-numbers Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a

refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic.
The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black
vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We've expanded your
search filters to show more results. Please see below. Find used car trade in, resell, certified
pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors
of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Pontiac
Bonneville. Pontiac Bonneville Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all
aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the
Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission
Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done.
Drag map to chose location. Price Reduced. Based on the average price for a Pontiac
Bonneville for sale in the United States, this is a good deal for this vehicle. Book Values. Get
Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all
decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer
you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog.
Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Cleaner Mounting Gasket. Cam Plug. Camshaft Bearing.
Camshaft Bearing Set. Camshaft Bushing Kit. Camshaft Kit. Camshaft Thrust Button. Camshaft
and Lifter Kit. Connecting Rod Bearing Set. Connecting Rod Bolt. Connecting Rod Nut.
Conversion Gasket Set. Crankcase Breather Cap. Crankcase Breather Element. Crankshaft
Pulley. Crankshaft Repair Sleeve. Crankshaft Seal. Crankshaft Seal Kit. Cylinder Head. Cylinder
Head Bolt Washer Set. Cylinder Head Dowel Pin. Cylinder Head Plug. Cylinder Head Stud Insert.
Distributor Clamp. Engine Bolt Kit. Engine Camshaft Bolt. Engine Camshaft Bolt Lock Plate.
Engine Camshaft Retainer Bolt. Engine Connecting Rod Bearing Pair. Engine Cylinder Liner.
Engine Gasket Set. Engine Harmonic Balancer. Engine Mount. Engine Mount Kit. Engine Mount
Set. Engine Oil Filter Adapter. Engine Oil Filter Kit. Engine Oil Galley Plug. Engine Rocker Arm
and Shaft Assembly. Engine Timing Cover Bolt Set. Engine Valve Cover Set. Engine Valve
Spring Kit. Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set. Exhaust Valve. Expansion
Plug. Expansion Plug Kit. Harmonic Balancer Bolt. Harmonic Balancer Repair Sleeve. Head Bolt.
Head Bolt Set. Head Gasket. Head Gasket Set. Intake Manifold Bolt Set. Intake Manifold Gasket.
Intake Manifold Gasket Set. Intake Valve. Main Bearing Gasket Set. Main Bearing Set. Oil Cooler.
Oil Cooler Hose. Oil Cooler Mounting Kit. Oil Dipstick. Oil Drain Plug. Oil Drain Plug Assembly.
Oil Drain Plug Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filter O-Ring. Oil Filter Remote Mounting Kit. Oil Filter
Set. Oil Pan. Oil Pan Bolt Kit. Oil Pan Bolt Set. Oil Pan Gasket. Oil Pan Gasket Set. Oil Pump. Oil
Pump Bushing. Oil Pump Gasket. Oil Pump Intermediate Shaft. Oil Pump Intermediate Shaft
Guide. Oil Pump Pickup Tube. Oil Pump Pickup Tube and Screen. Oil Pump Repair Kit. Oil Pump
Screen. Oil Pump Shaft. Oil Pump Shaft Guide. Oil Pump Shaft Retainer. Pipe Plug. Piston Ring.
Piston Ring Set. Piston Set. Push Rod. Push Rod Guide Plate. Rocker Arm. Rocker Arm Ball.
Rocker Arm Bolt. Rocker Arm Bridge. Rocker Arm Kit. Rocker Arm Nut. Rocker Arm Pivot.

Rocker Arm Shaft. Rocker Arm Stud. Rod Bearing. Starter Bolt. T-Belt Tensioner Damper.
Throttle Return Spring. Timing Camshaft Sprocket. Timing Chain. Timing Chain Kit. Timing
Cover. Timing Cover Gasket. Timing Cover Gasket Set. Timing Cover Harmonic Balancer
Sleeve. Timing Cover Repair Sleeve. Timing Cover Repair Sleeve Kit. Timing Cover Repair
Sleeve Tool. Timing Cover Seal Kit. Timing Crankshaft Sprocket. Timing Set. Timing Tab.
Vacuum Reservoir. Valley Pan Gasket Set. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Bolt Kit. Valve Cover
Gasket. Valve Cover Gasket Set. Valve Cover Load Spreader Set. Valve Guide. Valve Lifter.
Valve Lifter Kit. Valve Seat. Valve Spring. Valve Spring Retainer. Valve Spring Retainer Keeper.
Valve Spring Shim. Valve Stem Seal. Valve Stem Seal Kit. Water Pump. Water Pump Pulley. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Premium Guard. Shop By Vehicle. Click to
Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: Direct Fit Replacement Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level
of product standards. API Oil Filter. WIX Oil Filter. Features: Light Duty. Bosch Oil Filter.
Features: Advanced synthetic fiber media catches and holds more dirt compared to
conventional oil filters to protect the life of the engine Silicone anti-drainback valve protects
engine against dry starts and provides for longer life even at extreme temperatures Heavy
gauge steel base plate and case provides 2x's greater burst resistance strength and increased
durability PTFE synthetic gasket helps with the ease of installation and provides longer life
Spiral-wound center tube provides greater strength than traditional linear seamed tubes.
Features: Exclusive media technology screens out more harmful contaminants for greater
engine protection Strong steel base plates and housings prevent warpage, leaks and poor fit
Silicone anti-drain back valve ensures supply of clean oil when the car is started High lubricity
gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy removal Metal spiral-wound center tube reinforces
internal strength for durability. Features: Exclusive media technology screens out more harmful
contaminants for greater engine protection Stronger steel baseplates and housings prevent
warpage, leaks and poor fit Silicone anti-drain back valve where applicable ensures a supply of
clean oil when you start your car High lubricity gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy
removal Double-locked rolled seam forms a leak free canister. Fram Oil Filter. These filters
deliver performance-enhancing features to support operating high-performance vehicles with
engines put under tremendous pressure. Extra Guard is engineered for extended performance
that meets all manufacturers' recommended change intervals. Tough Guard provides premium
engine protection for drivers in stop-and-go traffic and the durability to withstand tougher
driving conditions and towing. Top quality engineering makes it an ideal pairing for any oil type.
Hastings Oil Filter. Features: Full-Flow Lube Spin-on. Premium Guard Oil Filter. AC Delco Oil
Filter. Image is not vehicle specific. Denso Oil Filter. Pronto Oil Filter. Mann Oil Filter. Ecogard
Oil Filter - Main. OPParts Oil Filter. Ultra Synthetic is engineered for drivers who require
maximum engine protection and use synthetic motor oils for extended 20, mile change
intervals. This high capacity, high efficiency filter delivers peak performance. Catalog: Q.
Vehicle Engine Pontiac Bonneville. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog: F. Catalog: N.
Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Vehicle Pontiac Bonneville. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. February Who knows- maybe Gm and Pontiac will still come out with a - 50th Anniv. Ken,
that Mustang sounds fun. I've been drooling over them too. Too bad you've had to wait so long
for yours -- down here in Central Florida the '05 V6 Mustangs are in good supply. Several
dealers have 20 or 30 of them on their lots or in transit , according to the Ford inventory search
web site. It's the GTs that are scarce, but available. It doesn't look like a 50th Anniversary
Bonneville will ever happen, but it would be cool if they did a "Final " production run like
Oldsmobile did. My SSEi is finally paid off. It's mine! All mine! I try not to think about all that
interest and depreciation. And it still has less than 18K on the clock! It went away when I shut
down, unlocked with the remote and restarted. This was after it has not been started for about
four weeks I've been too busy to drive it. Other than that, she's running fine vibration aside.
Good to hear from you guys. I have to chuckle to think that a 5 year old SSEi has only 18K on it!
Michael - you need to take a cross country road trip!!!!! Chuck I do remember that Bonneville
and Aurora meet and the guys we met there. I wonder what they are driving now! Hmmm both
cars are now history. I'm planning to have some fun with the new Stang - ordered a 5 spd stick
and the popular 'My Color' instrument panel that allows you to customize the lighting colors.
Those two features are what has held it up so long. With teens about to drive I decided a hp GT
and the insurance payments to match were just not viable. They'll have fun anyway and one
even may end up taking this car to college in a couple years. We'll see. As for eventual
Bonneville replacement alternatives, for those of us who like this vehicle - I think the Buick

LaCrosse and Lucerne may attract some attention but neither is very exciting. Grand Prix is
more appealing to me but I've not driven a new model. The old generation had a very choppy
drive. I actually like the new G6 and since it rides on the long wheelbase it may have the smooth
Bonneville ride and more rear legroom than the Gr Prix. It's certainly not designed to replace
Bonneville but it's piqued my interest. I might consider one in years. Mim4, I would bring your
Bonny to the dealer about that Security light, one day the car may strand you, sounds like either
passkey 2 chip in your key is going bad or the transponder unit that reads it in the car is going
bad. I had the same thing happen to my GTP security light would flash once in a while then go
away and finally one day at work at 5pm The car thought it was the wrong key. I had to argue to
get 2 new keys, they only wanted to give me 1. Ever since then fine The ride is stiff there is no
doubt, but then again so is my I30t. Could have been a suspension problem, tires or the road
you drove the GP on. Many times it's the road. On the best paved roads, my GTP rides very
smooth. Mine is not stock, lowered 1 inch with fatter P 50 16 tires vs stock P 60 Also have the
strut tower braces front and rear. Only negative is that it's much smaller then my GTP coupe
and higher insurance. Not really drivable in snow from Rear drive. Nice car.. Gunit - The GP
comparison I was using belonged to my carpool buddy. He had a 98 GTP that was fine on the
highway as you suggest but on nearly all secondary roads the suspension was very 'stiff' or
'harsh' compared to the ride in my Bonneville over those same roads. During those intervening
years I did have vibration problems which eventually were rectified with a new engine mount
and new Michelins. The ride of my new Mustang whenever it arrives will be much stiffer than the
Bonneville but these are very different cars. It's not quite as stiff as the GT model but close from
my perspective. The handling even on the V6 is quite crisp although the tires are reportedly a
decidedly limiting factor. Still if it happens again I'll take it in. Hopefully it will throw a code for
them to see. My car came with four keys, two regular and two valet. It would stink if I had to pay
for four new keys too not that I need all four but that's the complete set. I agree also with the
open road- my 98 Bonneville SSE and Grand Prix GT both ride very smooth over good roadsbut in my GT, you feel the imperfections in the secondary roads more than in the Bonneville.
Either PK2 or PK3. My car did give me some warning just like yours, occasionally the Security
light would flash or stay on then go off, or act fine. I kind of ignored it, my fault. Finally that one
day at work at 5pm.. Boy that stunk. In my case they claimed the transponder Passkey 3 module
in my dash was bad and both keys had to be replaced. For me it was FREE under the 3yr 36k
warranty. No cost!! In fact I made them give me a loaner car, Sunfire, since they had to hold my
car overnight. The only argument was on the keys, they only wanted to give me 1, which was
ridiculous since I got 2 when I bought the car. Finally they gave in and gave me 2 keys. I traded
it in , too many problems. Boy do I miss that nice ride. My GTP rides much rougher.. About the
same as a Grand Prix GT. Put fatter-better tires on it and it will handle better. Good luck with it,
those are nice cars. I love that late 's look!! I may look for a V8 mustang.. Nice pricing First new
Chassis for the mustang since or , LOL! One other thing, when is the real performance hp G6
"GTP" version coming out? It's not a performance car like GM's commercials keep trying to
show. My only other gripe with the G6 is the in my opinoni ugly back end. Sides and front are
nice. That seems to be a problem lately.. New to board. First I heard about discontinue of the
Bonneville. Anyone now the last build date? June 16th, I believe. Recently took a road trip with
'my boys' to Philadelphia to see some history in my SE. I still can't believe my MPG. What they
say is true concerning the O2 fuels. Going down to PA. I still don't understand how burning
more gas is cleaning the air? If any one knows please tell us. That's why I avoid ethanol gas
here in Ohio like the plague. That's what I thought happens. It's hard to compare without
multiple fillups though. Instead they'll have 'special blend' gas and pay more especially when
the shortages happen that artificially run the price up on those 'blends' and then get less
mileage!!! Sometimes people shoot themselves in the foot because they know so much. To stay
on topic, the cause in your Bonneville could be a higher vapor pressure winter blend from CT
than you bought in a milder climate of Philadelphia. I got so sick of seeing rust on my '04 GXP
Rotors and the dealer telling me there is nothing they can do about it, so I took care of it myself.
This weekend I was rotating my tires, so I bought some high-temp Degree aluminum colored
exhaust manifold paint and painted them. I just masked the rotor surface and calipers and
spray-painted them. I only have about miles on it since the painting, and I'm hoping it will hold
up, but it looks a lot better than it did before. It even matches the rims pretty well. I'll try to post
some pics if I can figure out how to do it Oxygenated gas used to reduce emissions in
carburetor engines. Now that it all new cars have EFI, the presence of O2 in the exhaust makes
the mixture richer, thus increasing consumption and emissions. But it's a topic that no
politician would touch March So, you painted the surface of the rotors where the pads make
contact? In a way that kind of seems dangerous - like they would not work as well?? So GM
knows there is the rust problem but has done nothing to correct it? I wonder if their is a service

bulletin on them that the dealer did not know about or take the time to look up. Since alcohol in
the fuels is a big part of oxygenated special blends it's hard to lobby against ADM's lobbyists
pushing for anything increasing use of their alcohol production capacity. I believe the car
doesn't run as well after it has adjusted to the alcohol in the fuels. My didn't seem the same. I
quit using any alcohol fuels. I painted the area below where the pads contact the rotor and
masked off the friction area so I wouldn't get any over-spray on it. I spoke with 2 different
Pontiac Dealers and one Chevy Dealer, and they all told me that it is normal for rust to develop.
Being in the Army, having rust on a new car is like having rust on your weapon Wrong answer. I
haven't seen a TSB on the rust, but if anyone out there has seen one, please let me know You
drive your car every day and still see rust? I don't think there is a TSB for this one. Rust is
oxidation and the only way to get rid of it is to have a higher grade steel by adding chromium
and nickle to the iron to get a grade of stainless steel. Sounds like GM cutting costs. I agree
whole-heartedly - It was a cost-saving measure by GM. It is the best all-around car I've owned,
but I have seen some other cost-cutting measures they have taken. Wipers were replaced the
second day I had it, some bolts were loose because they didn't spend a little extra to lock-tite
them, front brakes squeak, as well as the rust on the rotors, etc. I love the car, and for the first
time am planning on keeping it more than 2 years, but these little faults do get on my nerves I
still think the GXP is a good looking car, but would still need several more thousand knocked
off before considering. I have an 02 SLE Unbelievable value for that money IMO. I really like the
exterior styling no body cladding like other model Bonnys and I am very pleased with the
interior--seems top notch to me. I've had the brake dust issue and noticed rust on the rotors
after car has sat in the rain, but that disappears first brake application. I had a sunroof rattle that
was addressed by my dealer first try. Car is very tight, and an absolute blast to drive. I'm getting
an average of I got close to 25 mpg on recent trip to Fla. Bryan: Sounds like you got a good
deal. I'm not sure if the 5k off on the current models is a rebate or some combination of rebate
and dealer discount. I may check this out and see what I can do on my 02 as a trade just for fun.
I dislike the sound of the 3. A throaty V-8 does appeal. Your mileage is not far off from my V-6,
my trip computer puts my average right at I think I got a great deal and the dealer was happy. I
wrote the purchase order the Saturday before the car was delivered to the dealer, and finalized
everything the following Friday after the car was prepped. Graystone metallic over the gray
leather with all options except trunk CD changer and engine block heater. I did purchase the
accessory kit so I could use the trunk-mounted air compressor to inflate my bicycle tires. When
the neighbors saw what I was doing, I had a line forming in my driveway! Simply put, the car is a
kick--it brings a smile to my face every time I drive it. The GXP is just a different feeling car to
me--much tighter suspension, not as "floaty" if that's a word. You're right about the car's
throaty growl--it's just awesome. Good luck with your search and keep us posted on your
efforts and let us know how it goes. I've got one out too - the stereo controls on the right are not
illuminated anymore. If pulling the dashboard apart is required to get at this I think we'll just live
with the problem but it is annoying. I have the same problem with my SE. Very annoying at night
and possibly dangerous. If you want to change climate or radio settings at night, you have to
turn on overhead courtesy lamp to see the controls and that takes concentration away from
driving the car. I was told that the lights are not bulbs but modules - probably expensive too.
Anyone know for sure and has anyone changed them? April Sooo I felt it was time to do
something. Went to the dealer and they said gosh dunno if they are bulbs or l. With the courage
that only the threat of spending lots of money gives you. I decided to look for myself. So i lifted
up the top of the console were the rear of it butts to the cup holder. Lifted up no problem I could
get to switch pulled off 6 pin connecter. On backside of the board i see were the 2 pins of the
bulb poke through and touch with iron. The bulb pulles rite out. Ran back to reassemble. Pins of
new bulb easly went through holes in board old one came out of touched bottom of pin with
iron and soulder and stuck she was. Put switch back togeter and with a quick prayer to the
automotive God's turned on lights WOW!! So on to the dash mounted Head -up display switch It
came out of the face of the dash as a module without takeing dash apart. Again the plastic
housing comes apart and replaced bulbs on board as before. Thanks for the info, fyreball66aol. I
will take my dash apart and try replacing the bulbs myself also. Sylvia Posts: 1, Reminder please do not post your email address in messages. We like to keep the discussions here. Don't
ask people to email you - let's keep the discussions here. Further postings like this will be
deleted. Looking fwd to seeing how you make out there My70Monaco. BTW - I remember that 70
Monaco - what a yacht that was! Cousin had a big green 4 door hardtop. I thought it was a great
looking car. Thanks tpken. Where did you see my 70 Monaco? A true 4 wheeled aircraft carrier!
But far less complicated than my Bonneville. Anyone care to give an opinion? Thanks, DD. Be
sure to read the posting guidelines in red so you can give him all the info he'll need to tell you
what it's worth. Good luck - let us know how it turns out. Thanks, I did post over there. Will

evaluate with Pops this weekend. Anyone know how to take out the instrument cluster in a 93
bonneville. I want to install and new cluster check it out. May What possible negative
ramification or consequence could result from him telling us how much the car was
discounted? Are you worried they may not give him such a good deal next time? Do you think
they may not give us such a good deal since " the secret is out, we're selling them too cheap".?
I really didn't even understand the explanation. If you think you are getting a better deal than
anyone else on a Pontiac, you really need to face the fact that you have an excellent salesman
who specializes in making you fell like you did well. My local pontiac dealer salesperson told me
that production has already stopped on the bonneville. I thought it was more like the July time
frame Still like the looks of this car GXP but the price is just too up there. IMO that is what has
killed this car or contributed to it's demise. I have a Bonnevelle SSE. Since I've owned it, it runs
hot. Is this common for this car. The Dealership said it is. Also the tranny shifts very poorly. I
find it difficult to find any type of performance parts. How good are these. I appreciate any
information. June My sister has a 96 Olds 88 and she gave it high praise. My wife became
pregnant so it was time to ditch her 2 door 91 grand am k and add a family car next to our
beloved 88 formula firebird 77k mint cond a few upgrades. This bonneville has turned out to be
a nightmare. Two weeks later the intake manifold cracked. THe raditior fan stopped working so
the engine overheated another tow. Something keeps draining my battery down. My mechanic
who my family has been using for over 40 years including now his three sons in a very modern
shop with all the newest stuff He replaced the battery cables, the battery the wires to the
altanator and even a new free altanotor just in case. He has talked to some of his mechanic
friends and his car club buddies and a few of them even spent a sunday of there time working
on my bonnie and no one could find the problem. They told me they tested everything electrical
and spent some of there own money on parts. They said with an intermedite electrical problem
that can't be duplicated when everything scans fine it's very diffciult to fix unless others have
had similiar problems. They tried a few common sense things but nothing has worked. When
the lights are on or sometimes when not on, sometimes my volt meter drops between low and
high and the lights fluxate. When I make turns, the meter drops. Sometimes it takes turns for the
car to start. I turn the key and nothing. I've been stranded three times when the car won't start
and it won't take a jump because the battery is so low. The volt meter doesn't give any warning.
I'm afraid to take the car anywhere. I've finally had it with this car, its a complete piece of crap.
The car now has k on it. I'm sure not all bonnevilles are like mine, I've only owned GM cars since
I've been driving for over 15 years now. But the general really let me down on this one. I can
honestly say I haven't always had good luck with GM cars but thats what I've been raised on
and thats just what I've been used to, but nothing ever like this, a few minor things I can live
with. My mechanic sent me to a friend of his who owns a new car dealership its a chevy, pontiac
and gmc he's in his car club. He was real nice and honest with me and my wife. He knew we
were on a tight budget the bonneville killed us. We didn't really want a car payment but we
figured it had to cheaper and more relaible in the long run. He and one of his salespeople
showed us a 99 malibu V6, 00 grand prix gt II, 01 century, 01 impala LS same series II , 00 olds
intrigue and my wife liked the blue color of an 00 honda accord V6,her sister has a civic a
riceburner, never I thought, I do have friends who have [non-permissible content removed] cars
and they sware by them but I always defended USA cars!! All with less than 40k. Well let me say,
after we drove the cars we liked I thought we'd be taking home the impala or the grand prix GT
the honda made in the USA he told us blew the others away. It was whisper quiet, tight, comfy,
controls easy to use and well placed without that GM plastic look everywhere I quess I just got
used to it. I never thought I would buy a [non-permissible content removed] car but it was
everything I wished GM would make. My friends still tease me. But I still blow there doors off in
my firebird. Hope you guys have better luck with your bonnevilles than I did mine. Does this
alleged car mechanic or friends also have so line feeds for paragraphs for this 'article'? So you
drove the car 40K with all these problems? Did you think that, if all this is true, you might have
been better to have a good dealer who was knowledgeable about electrical quirks to fix the car.
It sounds like the 'mechanic friend' wasn't really doing you any favors with his lack of
knowledge. As a real mechanic on talk radio suggests, start looking for grounding problems. It
was a mistake buying a vehicle with that many miles on it. I wouldn't recommend purchasing a
used car that is older than 2 years and make sure it has less than 30K miles. It's hard to believe
you had that many problems. When I bought the car it had something wrong with the
transmission, but I didn't realize it until my first long trip. Those two problems common to many
Bonnevilles are the only ones I've had. I've driven the car 80, miles and my cruise, alternator,
starter, battery cables, power seats, fuel pump and brake system are all original. No one can
predict the future, but I just put a new set of 50, mile tires that I'm hoping to wear out. If you've
changed oil and filters at to miles, you're set for K plus. The intake leaks and at worst a trans

are what you'd look for. You've done a transmission. Have you changed your DexCool every two
years? Corrosion or crudded up radiator that you have to change out might be another
possibility to happen which I believe comes as a maintenance item more than a failure. Might
change power steering fluid. I have changed the Dex-Cool recently, as well as the plugs and
wires. I hope you're right about K. I just invested in a new Chevy Uplander, so I really need to
get 2 more years out of this one. I'm not sure I'm buying the Dex-Cool argument. The radiator on
the Bonneville is original at K. I admit, I haven't read the lawsuit pages, but I have had two
vehicles with it. Could the Dex-Cool be contributing to the intake gasket issues? I've read that
the intake issues were caused by other issues that have been resolved in GM's 3. Thanks for the
information. My Bonneville had Dexcool from the beginning, so I never had the green stuff. I
changed the fluid myself as well. I had my intake manifold changed in '03 and the problem has
not recurred. However, I had a leak near the freeze plug and used a 5 dollar can of stop leak to
cure that issue. It still seeps out every now and then, but not enough for concern. I have been
checking this forum and haven't seen any complaints about the intake after It's probably safe to
buy one after '02, but I'm resigned to getting a supercharged next time with the metal intake.
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